
Proposal:   Sacrificial Guard House
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2/16/18

The Problem:

How can we make it more difficult to ram through the front gate and at the same time give more
protection to gate guards?

Assumptions:

99% of intruders will come at us from the front gate, as that will be the only way they will know
something is off the roadway to raid.

We will have a five shotgun remote controlled “Gate whacker” at the front gate to fire into 
intruders lined up at the gate.  

We will have two well concealed guard shacks / bunkers 30 feet back from the gate and off to 
each side of the driveway. 

We have a 30 year old Dodge SUV with a drop down tailgate that runs.

Our overall gate defense plan is to psychologically overwhelm intruders into surrendering.  This
can be achieved if they feel they are vastly outnumbered and out-gunned.

Plan:
Park the Dodge 15 feet behind the front gate, with the tailgate facing the highway.  Camouflage 
it so it cannot be seen from the highway but will be obvious if a shootout occurs.  If the Gate 
Whacker is remotely fired into the intruders, it will appear to them that it came from the Dodge.

Movement in the Dodge might be remotely initiated.  A fake rocket launcher may be built to 
move into view.

Cost:    $15 – Camouflaged tarp.

Pros:
If we have three firing positions, initially one third of return firing will be towards the empty 
Dodge.

The truck might dissuade an intruder from ramming through the gate they would then be 
blocked by the truck.
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The truck will be far enough back from the gate as to not interfere with the other two firing 
position’s view of the gate.

If a guard must move to the other side of the driveway, he would be protected by the truck 
engine.

Cons:

Tips off intruders of danger at the gate, making them more cautious of our overall gate trap.
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